ABSTRACT. We prove that h-convex functions on Carnot groups of step two are locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to any intrinsic metric. We show that an additional measurability condition implies the local Lipschitz continuity of h-convex functions on arbitrary Carnot groups.
Introduction
Recently, considerable efforts have been made in order to determine an appropriate notion of convexity in general Carnot groups and to establish regularity properties of convex sets and functions (see [5, 14, 2, 12, 13, 6, 16, 17, 11, 15] ). In the sub-Riemannian setup of Carnot groups, the notion of geodetic convexity--which is perfectly appropriate in a Riemannian setting--has been shown to be inadequate in [17] . More promising notions of convexity in Carnot groups, hconvexity and v-convexity, have been proposed in [5] and in [ 14] . Roughly, a function u : G --+ defined on a Carnot group G is h-convex if it is convex along the integral curves of the left-invariant, horizontal vector fields. The aforementioned notions of convexity have turned out to be more or less equivalent: In the setting of Heisenberg groups, it has been shown that the classes of h-convex and v-convex functions coincide [2] . In general Carnot groups the v-convex functions are precisely the upper semicontinuous h-convex functions (see [21, 18, 15] ).
In the Euclidean setting, it is well known that convex functions are locally Lipschitz continuous. Moreover, due to a theorem of Aleksandrov, convex functions are twice differentiable almost everywhere (see, for instance, [8] ). Proving similar regularity theorems for h-convex functions in a noncommutative Carnot group becomes a challenging problem which is a subject of current interest. Let us briefly recall the state of the art: The local Lipschitz continuity of h-convex functions on Heisenberg groups with respect to any intrinsic metric was proved in [2] . An intrinsic version of the Aleksandrov theorem for continuous, h-convex functions on Heisenberg groups has been obtained in [11] and [13] . This last result has been generalized to arbitrary Carnot groups of step two in [6] . One objective of the present article is to remove the continuity assumption in this second-order regularity result.
Theorem 1.1. If G is a Carnot group of step two and f2 C_ G is an h-convex, open subset, then every h-convex function u : f2 ~ ~ is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to any intrinsic metric on G.
Since an h-convex function u : f2 --+ • (where ~2 is an h-convex, open subset of an arbitrary Camot group G) which is locally bounded above is also locally Lipschitz continuous, it turns out that the crucial point in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to show that an h-convex function u admits local upper bounds. The main geometric property of Carnot groups of step two used in the proof of the existence of these bounds is that any such group contains a finite set whose h-convex closure has nonempty interior. More formally, we say that a Carnot group G is finitely h-convex if there exists a finite subset F c G such that the smallest h-convex set C c G which contains F has nonempty interior.
Theorem 1.2. Any Carnot group of step two is finitely h-convex.
The assumption on the step of the group in the preceding theorem cannot be relaxed. In Section 5, we exhibit a Carnot group of step 3 which is not finitely h-convex. Hence, our strategy to prove Theorem 1.1 breaks down in higher step.
Our approach in the general case is as follows: Let G denote a Camot group of homogeneous dimension Q and let "]-/a denote Q-dimensional Hausdorff measure built with respect to an intrinsic metric (compare Section 2). We first study the topological boundary of measurable, h-convex subsets of G and we prove the following geometric/measure-theoretic result.
Theorem 1.3. There exists 0 <_ c < 1 such that 7-lQ ( B(g, r) N C)
< c (1.1)
HO(B(g, r)) -for allO < r < +oo, wheneverC c_ G is an h-convex, measurable subset and g ~ OC is a point on its boundary.
We stress that the measurability assumption in Theorem 1.3 cannot be removed. Indeed, surprisingly, there exist nonmeasurable, h-convex sets in the first Heisenberg group EI1 (cf. [18] ). Theorem 1.3 has some interesting consequences. First, it can be used to give a concise alternative proof (cf. [18] ) of the L ~ -L 1 estimates for h-convex functions of Danielli, Garofalo, and Nhieu [5, Theorem 9.2] . Second, (1.1) can be combined with sufficient conditions proved by Danielli in [4] (see also [3] ) to show that the boundary points of an h-convex, bounded open subset f2 of a Carnot group are regular and Hrlder regular for weak solutions of the Dirichlet problem for the subelliptic p-Laplacian. The following continuity result is also a corollary of Theorem 1.3. As a direct consequence of Theorem 1.4, we obtain that if {Uk }ken is a sequence of measurable h-convex functions Uk : ~2 --> l~ (where ~2 is an h-convex, open subset of some Carnot group G) that admits pointwise upper bounds, then lim supk~o o uk is again locally Lipschitz continuous.
We conclude this introductory section with an overview of the content of the article: In the second section, we recall the necessary background on Camot groups and introduce the terminology and the notation. Moreover, we show that there is a rich supply of bounded hconvex sets with regular boundary in any Camot group. More precisely, we show that there exists a countable basis of the topology consisting of bounded h-convex sets with smooth boundary (Corollary 2.6). In the third section, we show that h-convex functions which are locally bounded above are necessarily also locally bounded below and locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to any intrinsic metric. We prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 in Section 4. In Section 5, we exhibit a Carnot group of step three which is not finitely h-convex (Theorem 5.4). Section 6 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.3 and to the proof of a more general version of Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 6.5). Given a stratification @S=l Vi of ~, we define di = dimR(r~) (1 < i < s). The homogeneous dimension of G is Q --~-~f=l idi.
Definitions and basic results

Carnot groups
Throughout the article, G denotes a Camot group of topological dimension d and step s, whose unit element is e, while g denotes its Lie algebra of left-invariant vector fields, equipped with a fixed stratification V1 9 ... 9 Vs.
The exponential mapping exp : g ~ G is a global diffeomorphism and exp(X) 9 exp(Y) = exp(X 9 Y) VX, Y ~ 9 9 (2.1)
Here 9 denotes the group operation in G and X 9 Y is defined by the Baker-Campbell-DynkinHausdorff formula 1 1 1
where the dots indicate a finite R-linear combination of Lie brackets of X and Y of order > 4 (see, e.g., [19] ).
For go E G, lg o : G ---> G and rg o : G ---> G denote, respectively, left and right translation by go, i.e., 
The Carnot-Carath6odory distance p (gl, g2) of points gl, g2 E Cr--also called sub-Riemannian distance--is defined as the infimum of sub-Riemannian lengths of admissible curves connecting gl with g2. It is well-known that p is a left-invariant, homogeneous metric on G, that is
It can be shown that p induces the manifold topology on G and that (G, p) is a boundedly compact metric space. Moreover, it is easy to prove that left-invariant, homogeneous metrics Pl and P2 on G which both induce the manifold topology are equivalent in the sense that
1
-P2(gl, g2) < Pl(gl, g2) < cp2(gl, g2) Vgl, g2 E G r for some constant 1 < c < +oo. We call a left-invariant, homogeneous metric on G which induces the manifold topology an intrinsic metric. Throughout the article, we fix a lefl-invariant inner product (', "} on the horizontal bundle HG and we denote by p the induced Carnot-Carath6odory
metric. The open metric ball of radius r centered at g E G is denoted B(g, r).
Standard considerations show that Q-dimensional Hausdorff measure N~2 built with respect to p is a bi-invariant Haar measure on G which is Q-homogeneous with respect to the dilations, that is and 
7-LQ(lgo(A)) = 7-LQ(rgo(
A)) = 7-[Q(A) VA c_ G, Vgo E G ~O(8x(A)) = ~.QT-[Q(A) VA c G, VZ > O.(k ) f : g --+ R d, f xiXi = (Xl ..... Xd) \i=1 /
First-Order Regularity of Convex Functions on Camot Groups
to transport the group operation 9 to R d. Then (R d, .) is a Lie group isomorphic with (G, .). 
. O) u eR.
It can be shown that the restriction of y to [q, t2] minimizes the sub-Riemannian length of admissible curves connecting y (q) with y (t2) for all tl, t2 e 1~ with tl < t2. y is a parametrization proportional to intrinsic arc length of ~/(1~). 
Horizontal convexity
The following definition of convexity in Carnot groups corresponds to the notion of "weak H-convexity" introduced by Danielli, Garofalo, and Nhieu in [5] . The proof of the following proposition is a verification, and we can leave it to the reader to supply the details.
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a Carnot group, C h-convex functions, g ~ (;,)~ > 0 and c > O. Then c_ G an h-convex subset, u, v : C ~ R
Moreover,
(v) the intersection of a collection of h-convex subsets of G is h-convex, (vi) Ig(C(A)) = C(Ig(A)) forallA c_ G andg E G, and
Given a Carnot group G -(I~ d, .), we say that a subset C ___ R d is E-convex if it is convex in the usual Euclidean sense. Similarly, a function f : C ---> 1~ defined on an E-convex subset C _ l~ d is E-convex if it is convex in the Euclidean sense.
Proposition2.4. In a Carnot group G -(]K d, ,) of step at most two, any E-convex set C c_ R d is h-convex and any E-convex function u : C -~ ~ is h-convex.
Proof. [] The converse of Proposition 2.4 is of course wrong. We refer the reader to [5] or [2] . The condition on the step of the group in Proposition 2.4 cannot be relaxed. Indeed, in the Engel group E --(R 4, .) (compare Section 5), the function Then 0 < t+ < 2r, y (t+) 6 0 BE (0, r), y (t) E BE (0, r) for 0 < t < t+, and if n denotes the unit outer normal to 0 Be (0, r) at y (t+), then (y'(t+), n) > 0. We have to show that 1/(t) r Be (0, r) when t+ < t < 2r. We compute
On the other hand, if t -t+ > r/2, then
The proof for the negative time t_ < 0 is analogous. 
V : BE(O, r) --+ ~, v(x) = u (r~~ X )
is h-convex wheneverO < r < rl.
Proof.
By Corollary 2.6, BE (0, r) is h-convex for 0 < r < r0. Let t/ : [t_, t+] --+ BE (0, r) be a parametrization by intrinsic arc length of a segment of an integral curve of some left-invariant, horizontal vector field. We can assume -1 < t_ < t+ < 1 and [Ig'(t)l[ < b for all t ~ [t_, t+] (cf. the proof of Proposition 2.5). Then, for each t ~ [t_, t+], we get
(vo y)r,(t) = (D2v(y(t))g,(t), y'(t)) +
(Vv(~/(t)), ~/'(t)) = (~)2 (D2u(~g(t))y'(t)'g'(t))-t-r~ (~)2Xll~/(t)l12 r~ Vu(~ ) > --- V<t) II• r [] > F
Lipschitz continuity of bounded above h-convex functions
In this section, we show than an h-convex function which is locally bounded above is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to any intrinsic metric. This result can be found in [15] , for instance. Nevertheless, we give the proof below.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a Cat'not group, ~2 c G an h-convex, open subset and u : ~2 ~ N an h-convex function. Suppose that u is locally bounded above. Then u is locally bounded below.
Proof.
Let go ~ f2 and r > 0 such that B(go, 4r) ~ ~2 and u is bounded above in B(go, 4r), sayu < Min B(go,4r) for someM > 0. We claim that there existl = I(G) ~ Nand n = n(G) E N such that gl E B(go, r) and u(gl) < -4tin implies u < -m in B(gl, r/ln) for all m > 2M. Notice that this gives the lemma since then, on the one hand, 
Similarly, uO'(t)) < -4Jm ift < 0 and u0/(0)) < -4J+lm. This shows that if S _ B(g0, 2r)
is a segment of an integral curve of some left-invariant, horizontal vector field and if u(gl) < -4J+lm for some gl 9 S, then u < -4Jm on the whole segment (j 9 N tO {0}, m _> 2M).
By [10, Lemma 1.40], there exist constants 1 = I(G) 9 N and n = n(G) 9 N with the following property: Any pair of points gl, g2 9 G can be connected by a path consisting of at most l segments of integral curves of left-invariant, horizontal vector fields, such that each segment has length at most np(gl, g2 
Local upper bounds for h-convex functions in step two
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. Notice that in view of the results of the previous section, Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.2 and of the following lemma. The compactness property of the operator H and the Theorem of Baire imply that Hk(F) has nonempty interior for some k ----k(G) e N. Since H--and thus Hk---commutes with left translations and dilations, it follows that if s _ G is any h-convex, open subset, then for each go e s there exists a finite subset F(go) c_ ~2 such that go is contained in the interior of Hk (F(go) ). Finally, ifu : ~2 --~ 1~ is h-convex, then u _< max{u(g) [g c F(g0)} in HJ(F(go)) for all 1 _< j _< k by induction, using the convexity of u o F for F E 37. In particular, u _< max{u(g) [ g ~ F(g0)} in the interior of Hk (F(go)) .
[] Lemma 4.1 motivates the following definition.
Definition 4.2.
We say that a Carnot group G is finitely h-convex if it contains a finite subset F _ G whose h-convex closure C(F) has nonempty interior.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof is by induction on the dimension dl of the generating layer in the Lie algebra g of G. We will need the following lemma in order to perform the induction step. 
Proof.
Let K1 = Ko and g = (x, 0) with x~ = K1 and Xi = 0 for 2 < i < dl. Define Ixll _ K1, xi = 0 for 2 < i <dl, lyjl <-K1 for 1 < j < l and yj = 0 for I + 1 < j <dl is contained in C (A1).
Let 1 </r < k and suppose that there exist a finite set A/C _ G and a constant K~ > 0 such that the set B/C consisting of pairs (x, y) ~ R di • N d2 with [xil < K/C for 1 < i </r xi = 0 for [r + 1 < i <dl, lYj[ < K/C for 1 < j < l and yj = 0 for l + 1 < j < d2 is contained in C (A/C).
Let0<e_<K kandg=(x,0) withx/c+l=Eandxi=0forl<i <dlandi #/r Define
A~+ 1 = I_g(A[r ) U lg(A~: ). By inductive hypothesis, l_g (B~) c_ l-g (C (A~)) =C (I-g (A/C))
and whence for some constant 3 = p(G). Hence, if we choose E small enough, the pairs (x, y) ~ ]R d~ x ~d2 with Ixil < g~ for 1 < i </~, x~+ 1 = -e, xi = 0 for/~ + 1 < i < dl, lYjl < Kit~2 for 1 < j < l and yj = 0 for l + 1 < j < d2 are contained in l_g (B~). Similarly, the pairs (x, y) ~ ]R dl x R d2
Let lg (n[c ) C_ lg (C (A/C)) = C (lg (A/C)) , l-g (BT:) Ulg (B/C) C C (l_g (A/C)) UC (lg (A/C)) c C (l_g (A~) L) lg (A/C)) = C (A/C+I
with Ixil < g~ for 1 < i </:, x~+ 1 = r xi = 0 for/r + 1 < i <dl, lYjl < gJ2 for 1 < j < l and yj = 0 for I + 1 < j < d2 are contained in lg (B~). 
.. O)
with Ixil < tr for 1 < i </c and lYjl < KJ4 for 1 < j < l,
is a segment of an integral curve of a left-invariant, horizontal vector field. In view of hypothesis (i), we have 
l_g (C (Ak)) U lg (C (ak)) = C (l_g (Ak)) U C (Ig (Ak) ) C (l_g (Ak) U lg (Ak)) ----C(Fk+l).
Notice that the set l_g(B) consists of the pairs (x, y) e ~dl )< ]~d2 with 
/ : ~ --+ R 4, /(t) = g * (tXl, tx2, O, O)
is the integral curve of the left-invariant, horizontal vector field X = xl XI + x2X2 which passes holds for at least three distinct values of X. After simplification of this expression, we obtain a2 X2 + al X + a0 = 0 for at least three distinct values of X, where 
Proof.
We compute [] Proof of Theorem 1.3.
As usual, we assume (as we may) G -(R d, .). We have to show that there exists 0 < c < 1 such that
7-IQ(B(xo, r) f) C) 7-IQ(B(xo, r))
< c (6.6) for all 0 < r < +oo, whenever C ___ (l~ d, .) is an h-convex, measurable subset and xo ~ OC is a point on its boundary. []
Local Lipschitz continuity of measurable h-convex functions
In this subsection, we use Theorem 1.3 to prove the following more general version of Theorem 1.4. On the other hand, by hypothesis,
7-LQ(B(go, 2r) \ Ck)
--+0 as k--++~. 7tO (B(go, 2r) ) It follows that B(go, r) \ Ck = 0 for large enough k E N. Thus, u is locally bounded above in [2.
The local Lipschitz continuity now follows from Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2.
[] The author does not know whether there exist h-convex functions u : f2 --+ R which fail to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6.5.
